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A general m-level model with balanced designs in the same hierarchical 
.level, is described for the analysis of m-level multivariate data in 
structural equation modeling. A method is proposed to assess the effect for 
each hierarchiGal level. Speciffcally, the , estimation procedure for the 
covariance matrix in each level is performed with invariant covariance 
structure for the same level. Statistical properties, such as the asymptotic 
' behavior of the estimators and the gOodness-of-fi t test statistics for the 
model specified are obtained. The estimation of the , structural parameters 
based on the proposed · estimators for covariancematrices is also treated. 
The theory and methodology developed under the multivariate normality 
assumption are generalized to arbi trary distributions and in particular, 
, elliptical' 'distributions, where estimation of the structural parameters is 
also presented. The existing package programs like LISREL and EQS can' be 
employed to obta1n our structural parameter estimates, under mul tivariate 
normal distributions, arbitrary distributions and also elliptical 
distributions. Therefore, new computational programs need not be 
implemented. , . The behavior and accuracy of the estimates obtained by the 
proposed estimation procedures are illustrated by artificial examples. Based 
on the results from these examples, our estimates are very close to the true 
values and a deliberately imposed incorrect specification would result in , the 
rejection of the hypothE?~is, thu's providing encouragement to t.he theory 
. -
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§ 1.1 Introduction 
Recently, there has been an increasing attention in the analysis of 
multilevel data in various aspects~ for example in educational, psychological 
and medicaf researches. Data collected from a hierarchically structured 
population or a nested sampling scheme, are multilevel. For instance, a 
sample of students drawn randomly ' from randomly drawn classrooms from 
randqmly drawn schools is in the si tuation of having three levels. The 
sampling units of one level (lower level) are nested within the units of the 
next level (higher level). 
It is well known that the traditional analysis of simple random sample 
wi th the 'mul tilevel si tuation . presents theoretical ~nd practical problems. 
This .is due to the fact that the independence assumption among observations 
in the traditional statistical methods is inadequate -and unrealistic. For 
the multilevel case, observations drawn from the same group share some common 
factors and hen,ce are possibly correlated. Therefore, it seems appropriate 
that we should take thedependencY 'of the observations within groups and the 
hierarchical structure of the data into account in the analysis. 
A number of contributions have been made to : formulate . a _general model 
~ 
for the analysis of mul tileyel data. In particular, Goldstein & McDonald 
(1988) proposed a general model , for multivariate and univariate data; Muthen 




. summarized ' recent ·-work · from other authors. Attempt p have also been , made to 
/ 
formulate various models for the analysis of two-level data in structural 
equation .· modeling. McDonald & Goldstein (1989) developed the maximum 
likelihood estimates and an overall fi t statistic for a general two-level 
model . . Lee (1990) developed the basic statistical theory for the analysis by 
the maximum likelihood and · the least squares approaches. Lee & Poon (1990, 
~ 
1991) presented ~he ' methodology and theories . of the analysis for varIous 
models with unbalanced designs and small level-one or level-two samples. 
' Nevertheless, the general methodology for the analysis of structural equation 
models with multilevel data is still not available. 
" 
In this thesis, general methods for analyzing structural . equation model 
with m-level data (where m>2) are presented, with balanced designs in each 
. sublevelin the hierarchical structure from levels one to m-1, where level 
one is the lowest level and level m is the upmost level in the hierarchical 
structure. In the first part of this thesis, investigation will be carried 
out under the assumption of mul tivariate normali ty. The estimates of the 
covariance matrix of each level will be derived by a two-stage procedure. 
Their asymptotic distributions and the estimates of the structural parameters 
in the covariance matrices are obtained. In the second part of the thesis, 
similar estimates and theories are also derived under the assumption of 
elliptical and arbitrary distributions. It is shown that standard packag~ 
programs - LISREL VII (Jor~skog& Sorbom, 1988) and EQS(Bentler, 1989) can 
be used to analyze the ·covariance matrix estimates produced, with 
multivariate normality, elliptical and arbitrary distribution assumption. 
Artificial ' examples will be utilized, under the muJtivariate normal and 
elliptical : distributionassUtnption, to demonstrate the· reliability of ' the 
2 
.( 
proposed · e~timates. , From the analysis performed by the package programs, the 
methodology introduced here produces sat i sfactory resul ts.' 
§ 1.2 Notations 
The following notations will be used throughout'in this ,thesis. 
L L 
i i 
The double summation 'L L denotes the summation of k. from 1 to L. and 
1 1 





the summation of k. from 1 to L. wi th k. :;tk. , 
1 1 1 1 
whereas the summation L 
• k :;tk 
i i 
• • denotes the summation of k. from 1 to L. with k.:;tk., for l~i~m. 
1 III 
a The symbol = denotes convergent in probabili ty, while a --, ~) denotes 
convergent in distribution. 
Let ~ be a p by p symmetric matrix, then vecs(~) represents the column 
• vector obtained by stacking the p =p(p+1)/2 nonduplicated ,elements of ~ and 
2 
vec(A) is thep by 1 column vector formed by stacking -the rows of ~. Let K 
-p 
be th~ p2 by p. t~ansition matrix such that vecs(A) = KTvec(A) and vec(A) = 
- - ...... p,." ...... 
-T ;p. vecs(A). A diagonal matrix ' with diagonal entries all' a22 , a33 , a44 is 
denoted by diag{a11,a22,a33,a44}' 
, The representation '~ ® !denotes the Kronecker product of matrices ~ and 







Multilevel Analysis of Structural Equation Models 
with 
Multivariate Normal Distribution 
§ 2.1 The Multilevel Structural Equation ModeJ 
Let x , be a p by 1 random vector obtained from a m-revel 
-k k 1· . ,'". kl m m-
si tuation (m>2), wi th m .levels of nesting, where the k 1-th first level is 
nested within the k 2-th second level and the k 2-th second level is again 
nested within the k3-th third level and so on. Nbtice that k is in the m-th m 
level which is the top level in the hierarchical structure. Suppose that 
Cl) 
where the v · 's are latent random vectors varying at the i-th level 
...,k k '1.' .. k. m m- 1 
for i = 1, 2, ... , m and k.= 1;2, 
1 
... ,L., such that L. is the numbei of 
1 1 
levels in each sublevel in level i, l~i~m. Figure 1 gives a pictorial view 
of the hierarchical structure. 
It is assumed that the ~k' . ~k k , ' 
m m m-l 
. . . , ~,k k 1 ... k. ' 
, m m- 1 
... , 
~k k k 's are mutually independent; ~k and ~k* are independent for k :;:. 
m m-l· .. 1 m m ' m 
* * km ; ~k k ' ~k k* '~k*k ' ~k*k~ are mutually independent for k :;:. k , 
m m-l m m-l m m-I m m-l ' m ,m 
and ~ k ...0 k.' ~ k * k 1 . . . k. ' 
m 1 m m- 1 
v * ' * * kk k ' vkk " k' 
- 1· ......, 1· .. . m m- l ' m m- 1 
... , 
* vk*k* k* are mutually independent for k. :;:. k., i = 1, 2, ... , m. 
- 1· .. . 1 1 ~ m- 1 
The v 's Cl~i~m-l) are assumed to be identically distributed 
-k k 1 ... k. 
m m- 1 
as _ N[ , ~, L 
k ... k. lwo 
m 1+ 
] , where L " , 
k ... k. lWo 
m , 1+ 
= L Ca ' ) 
k ... k. l W "'k ' ... k. 10 
- m 1+ m 1+ 
possesses some identified covariance structures defined with unknown 
4 
.... 
population parameter vectors a ' , 
-k ... k. 10 m 1+ 
such that L k k '1 ... k . l wo m m- 1+ 
and 
a ' are assumed to be invariant over k. l' k· 2 , ... , k l' 1~i~m-2, k k 0 1 + 1+ m-IY ••• • 1 m 1+ 
but 'Lk and ak ' may be different for different k . , Wo ,.., 0 ' m 
m m 
The ~k 's are latent 
m 
random vectors varying at the m-th level, and are identically distributed as 
N[ 2, LBo ] where LBo= LB~~o) poss~sses some identified covariance structures 
defined with unknown population parameter vector (3. 
-0 
Consequently, ' the 
covariance matrix is composed of the between-group (the top 
level: level m) covariance matrix LBo and the wi thin-level (levels nested 
within the top level: level m-l to level 1) covariance matricesLk k ' 
m'" i+lwO 
i= 1, 2, . . . , m-l. And it follows that the parameters of the whole model 
consists of the ' distinct elements in the parameter vectors (3 and 
"'0 
ak k ' s, k. 1 = 1, 2, ... , L. l' i = 1, 2, ... , m-l. 
- ... . ,10 1 + 1 + m 1+ 
§ 2.2 First Stage Estimation of LBo and L for i= 1, ... , m-l k k 1." k. l wO m m- 1+ 




- 1 nested in level km, in the (m-l ) -th level, and an arbitrary level 
k nested 
m-2 in level k m-l in the (m-2)-th level, and so on till an 
arbitrary -level k2 nested in level ,k3 in the second level. Let 
for k = 1 , 1 ' 2, ... , 
covariance matrix 
, * 
L1 , where ~k ' k = ~k m· ~ · 2 m 




+ ~k k +. . . + ~k k ' has 
m m-l m· . . 2 
covariance matrix L . k ... k 2w' · m 
elements of which are mathemat-ical variables associated with Lk' k . ' It 
. . . 2wO 
, m 
can be shown that (see Appendix A for a proof), the maximum likelihood 
estimates 'I; ' . , . I; , of L and L . respectively, 




are given by 
= 
and 












L L T X X * 
* 
-km" .k1-km· .. k1 
k :I: k 
,(4) . 
1 1 
By repeating the analysi~ for k2= 1,2, ... , L2 , L2 estimates of I: km' .. k2wo 
are obtained, since the I:k k 's are assumed to be invariant. over k2' for 
... 2wO 
- m 
preassigned k , k l' ... , k3 , an estimate of the first level covariance m m-
matrix, wi th respe~t to these k , 
, m k l' m-
pooling the L2 estimates and is given by 
1 L 2 
~k = L ~k 
... k3+w m" ' .k2w m . L2 k =1 2 
... , k3 can then be obtained by 
(5 ). 
Now to ·· estimate the second level covariance matrix, consider for 
arbitrary levels k , k l' ... , k3 , each nested within the other, m m- . 
where 
/1 
* ~k m" .k2 
1 L 1 
LX' 
-k .. -. k2k1 ' k =1 m 
1 





- ~k + ~k ... k2 m" .k2+ m l 
has covariance matrix 
6 
for k2 = 1, 2, ... , L2 , 
+ has covariance 
1 L 1 




=~ +--~ . 
km·· .k3w Ll km· .. k2w 
Since L can be estimated by (5) , it follows that ~ * ' can be k
m
···k2w S (km·· .k3 ) 
expressed as 
~ * S (k ... k3) 
c m , 
(6) . 
,I * * * On the other hand, as ~k k and ~k' k' are independent, ~k k and 
m··· 3 m·· . 2 m· .. 2 
*,
~k k' are independent for k2 ':f. k2 , it can be shown that the maximum m· . ·2 








* k ':f. k 
2 2 
L2 (L2 - 1) 
Therefore, it follows from (3), (5), (6) and (7) that 
1 L L 1 
L' 1 2 2 1 
L L [- L = ~k L2 (L2-l) m·· .k l * ~l k =1 Ll k ':f. k 1 
2 2 
1 L 1 ' L 1 1 
L x - L xT * *] 




T L L (~k ' k ~k k 








L T x * "'k ... k l * , ffi k =1 
f 
1 L 1 2 
- - L 2 
L2 k =1 ' (L l ) (Ll-l) 2 
(9) . 
Again, by repeating the analysis for k3= 1, 2, ... , L3 , L3 estimates of 
L 
km· .. k3wO 
are obtained, since the ~k k 's are invariant over k3 for 
... 3wo 
, m 
preassigned k ~ 
" m 




·~., k4 ' can be given by pooling the L3 estimates, 
1 . L 3 
;.... 
-, -2: A (10) . Lk = Lk m' .. k4+w m" .k3w L3 k=l 3 
Similarly, to estimate the third level covariance matrix, consider for 
arbitrary level~ km' k
m
- 1 , ... , k4 ,. 
* * x = v ' + u 
-km' . ,.k4k3++ -km' ,' .k4 -km· '· .k3 
1 L 2 
where 2: ~k ."" k3k2+; 




+ ~k k 
m m-l 
+ 
1 L 2 
= ~k + L m"· "k3 L2 k =1 2 
has covariance matrix 
+ 
+ 
1 L 2 
~k + -- L ~k m"· "k2 m· .. k3kZ + L2 k - =1 2 
1 
ASLk k and Lk k are invariarit over k3' k2 for fixed k ,k l' ... , m··· 3w m·"" 'lw ' m m-
k L * can thus be estimated by 4' S (k
m
"".k4 ) 
1 1 L 1 3 
f:S * = f:k + --f: + --2: f:k (k m" .. k4 ) m"" "k4w L2 km"· "k4+w m" .. k3+w L3 k =1 L2Ll 3 
- (11). 
, 








L3 (L3 - 1) 
. (12) . 
Therefore, it follows from (3), (5) ., (10), (11) and (12) that the estimate of 
the third level covariance matrix is given by 
L 
[
1 ' 1 31 ] 
--i: +--E ---i: 
L2 km·· .k4+w L k =1 L L km" .k3+w 3 3 2 1 
1 L3 1 
-E [-i: + 
L - L k ... k 3w 3 k 3 -1 2 m 
(13) . 
In general, by following the above procedure, the covariance matrix for the 
-.·(i"-l)-th level, 3::::i:$m, is given recursively by 




E E*(~k-m .. k xkT k - Xk k xkT k* ) 
. 1+··+- ... 1+"+ ,.., .. ·1+"+"" .. ·1+"+ 1- m 1- m 1- m 1-
k '* k 1-1 1-1 
= --------------------------------~------------------------- - F(i) 




1 L 1 1-1 
[i:k ., .'k. 1 w ] E + F(i-1) 
L. 1 k =1 L. 2 m 1-
F(i) 1- i-1 1-= 
. 1 L 1 2 
for i>3 
(15) 
E - i: 
'. L2 




And 'the covariance matrix of levelk in the m-th level is estimated by 
m 
1 L L m-1 m-1 
I:ic B = ----- LL 
m Lm- 1 (Lm_1-l) k *k * 
m-1 · m-1 
(x xT * ) 
-k k l+···+-k k 1+ ... + m m- m m-
(16) . 
As ~Bo is assumed to be invariant over the m-th level, the final estimate of 
~Bo is obtained by pooling the Lm estimates, I:k B,thus giving 
m 
1 L m 
I:B = -L ~k B (17) . 
L k =1 m 
m m 
It is worth pointing out that the estimates derived above in (14), (15) and 
(17) are unbiased (see Appendix B for details). 
§ 2.3 Second Stage Estimation of Structural Parameters 
The statistica~ theory ~ for the estimation of the structural parameters 
~ and a for i = 1; 2, .. ~, m~l, will be developed in this section. 
""'0 ""k ... k. 10 m 1+ 
First of all, define the following matrices, 
, 1 L i-I 
Q. L T = ~k V ""1 ... k. l-k ... k. 1 for i = 2, 3, ... , m (18) L. 1 k =1 1- i -1 
and 
1 L 2 
L 
L2 k =1 2 
A. = 
-1 1 L i -1 
L 
L. 1 k 1- i -1 









Li - 2 
L L 
1' , 1 
(9i-l+~i-l) 
for i = 3 
for i = 4, 5, .. "., m 
= 
T T 
----- L L (x x - x x *). 
*






,.., m"" (" m'" ~ 1 
10 
(19) . 
( ) ( TT yT '_ * )] ~k + ~k k + ' ... + ~k k ~k + ~k k + ... + k k 
m m m-l m"· 1 m m m-l ~ m··· 1 
L ·- L L 
1 1 1 T T 
= (Ll-l) LV ' v - L L v y - *. 






l ' , k ;t:k 
1 1 
. 1 
strong law of 
L 
1 






L T ~k * * k;t:k m·· .k1 
1 1 




L y /L ~k ... k1 1 
k =1 m 
1 
and ~ ~~m ... k~/(Ll-l) converge almost surely to the' population mean 
k *k 
1 1 
vector of y - ' and ~kT " k* respectively, both of which are assumed to be 
-km·:·k1 m"· 1 









L v /L ",k ... k 1 _ 1 k =1 m . l ' is the 
(21) . 
mean of ~k ... k 1 ' m· 
where 
1/2-(Ll ) ~k . k . converges in distribution to N[ 0, Lk k l. Hence, the 
m" ". 2+ - ... 2wO ~ m . 
second term on the right hand side of (20) converges in probability to zero. 
Therefore, 
1/2A a 
(Ll ) Lk 'k'· 
and 
... 2w m _ . 
L 
1 
-1/2 " T 
(L 1 ) L ~ k ... k 1 ~ km ~ .. k 1 .-




I· · • •• 
a 
, 1/2 , " (Ll ·) vecs (Lk k - Lk k ) 




(Ll ) L vecs (~k ... kl~km' .. kl 
k =1 m 
1 
(23) ." 
Since, the T vecs(v ' v 
-k ... kl-k ... k1 
are independently 
m m , 
identically distributed ' wi th. zero mean and covariance matrix 
T -
. 2K '(Lk k ®Lk ' 'k )K, it then follows from the Central Limi t Theorem 
-p m'" 2wo m'" 2wO -p 




(L1 ) L vecs (~k ... kl~km' .. kl 
k =1 m 
1 
'Lk k ) is N[ Q, 2K
TCLk k ®Lk k )K]. Therefore, from (23) the m'" 2wO .- -p ' m'" 2wO m'" 2wO -p 
asymptotic distribution qf 1/2 " CL1 ) vecsCLkm···k2w is 
N[ 9, 2~T (Lk k ®L - ~ )K] .as Ll tends to infinity. p m'" 2wO km" .k2wo -P ' 
Similarly, to obtain the asymptotic distribution of f consider km" .k3w' 










L L- 1 f 
1 km': ' . k2w' k =1 








' v v '" 






/. I ' 
12 
,as Lt tends to infinity. 
= ~3 as Ll tends to 
J T V .: V . , 
-k .". k .. 1-k . 0 "k1 m " m 





L -1 2 
1 L 1 L 1 1 
-, -L T L T ~k • • + v v • 
L1 * m" . ° k2k1 L1 k =1 
-km· ° .k1-km"· ok2 
k =1 1 
1 
1 L 1 L 1 1 




L1 k = '1 L1 • -km· " . k2k1 1 k =1 
1 
Since terms in the square brackets converge in probability to zero, therefore 




as L2 , L1 tend to infinity" 
a 
as L2 , L1 tend to infinity. Then by similar argument as before, 
1/2 ,.. 




-1/2 T (L2 ) L vecs(~k ... k v k =1 m 2-kmo •• k 2 
a 
2 
Again by the Central Limit Theorem, the asymptotic distribution of 
1/2 ,.. ' (L2 ) vecs(~k" , - k -;- ~ - ) is N[ 0, 2KT (~ - ®~ )K ] as m· o. 3w km ° 0 ° k3wO . -p km ° • ° k3wO km". "" k3wO -p 
13 
L2 , Ll 'terid to infinity. ' 
Now consider, 
i: k ... k4w , m 
F(4) 
1 L3 1 
=i:* ---[ S (k ... k 4 ) L L ' m 3 k 3,=1 2 
[ i:k .•. k3w + ~ ( 3 ) ]. 
m , 
By prey i ous resul t,· F (3) a ~3 as Ll tends to ' inf ini t y and i: 
km·· .k3w 
as L2 , Ll tend to ' infinity. Thus, it follows that 
1 ' L3 1 
a 
F(4) a -- [ [ 93 +~3] = '~4 as L2 , Ll tend to infinity., 
L3 k3=1 L2 
Also, 
1 L 1 L 1 3 3 
, - ' [ T 
-[ ~k ' v + x 
L k =1 m· .. "k3"'km· .. k3 L3 k =1 CL )2 3 3 3 2 
L 1 L 2 1 
[ (~k T [ T ) V ' + ~k - v m· .. k 2""km· .. k2 (L )2 m·· .k1"'km·· .k1 k =1 k =1 
2 1 1 
1 L 1 L 2 1 
L L V v T 




+ V - ' - ' L v , * 
"'km· .. k3 L2 * "'km··· k3k 2 
k ' =1 
2 
1 L2 L2 
, T 
+ ' }: LV v * 
(L ) 2 "'k . ' .. k2"'k ... k Z * m ' m 2 k:;tk 
'2 2 
1 L , 1 L 1 L 2 1 2 
+ 
- ' L L -' -L T ~k ~k * m·· .k1 m· .. k3k Z LZ k =1 Ll k =1 LZ * 2 1 k =1 
2 
14 
1 L 1 L 1 L 2 2 1 
+ --L -L L T * * ~k mO 0 okZ ~k mO 0 • k3kZk1 LZ k =1 LZ * L1 * 2 k =1 k =1 
2 1 
1 L L 1 L 1 L 2 2 1 1 
L L L L T * * + ~k ~k (L
Z
)2 • L1 k =1 m
O 
0 ok l 
.. L1 • 
mO 0 ok3kZk I 
k *k 1 k =1 2 2 1 
1 L 1 L I L 2 1 1 
I: . L L T • ] + ~k ~k 2 mOo 0 kl mO 0 ok3kZk1 (LZ) k =1 L k =1 LI • . 2 I 1 k *k 
1 1 
I L L 3 3 
L .L [ ~k T v • 




1 L 2 
L T + V V • 
LZ 
-kmo 0 okZ-kmoo ok3 
k =1 
2 
1 L I L 2 1 
L L T + -- ~k 00 ok v • LZ LI m I-kmo 0 0 k3 k =1 k =1 
2 1 
I L 2 
l: T + ~k v·· mO 0 0 k3"'km 0 0 0 k3k2 L2 * k =1 
2 
1 L L I L 2 2 1 
L L l: T + -- ~k v • * CL )2 • L m oook3k2k1-~mo 0 ok3kZ 2 k =1 k =1 I k =1 
2 2 ' 1 
I L I L 2 1 
l: -l: T + ~k v • * * L . 
* LI • 
mO 0 ok3"'kmo 0 ok3k2kI 2 k =1 k =1 
2 
-t 
I 'L L I L 2 2 1 
+ L · L -L T · ~k v * * * (L )2 
* LI • 
mOo ok3k2"'kmo 0 ok3kZk I 2 k =1 k =1 k =1 
2 2 1 
( L L L L I 2 2 I 1 1 
+ L L L L T ] ~k v * * • CL )2 • CL )2 • moook3k2kl k mO 0 0 k3k2kl 2 k =1 k =1 1 k =1 k =1 
2 2 1 1 
15 
1 L 3 1 L 1 3 
a L T - !k v + 
... k3"'km· .. k3 L3 k =1 m 3 
L x 
L3 k =1 (L )2 3 2 
L 1 2 L 1 
L (v v T + ~k ... k2""k ... k2 k =1 m m 
2 
as L3 , L2 , Ll tend to infinity_ 
Thus, ~ a Q + A - A = Q as L L L t d to infinity, and k
m 
... k4w -4 -4 -4 -4 3' 2' 1 en 
again by similar reasoning as before, the asymptotic distribution of 
(L ) 1/2vecs (~ ~ ) 1- S N [ 0, 2KT (~ I)(\~ )K )]_ 3 ~k k ' - ~k - k ' ~k k 'CI£.k k m' .. 4 wm· .. 4 Wo -p m· .. 4 Wo m· - - 4 Wo ""p 
A a In the previous development, it !1as been shown that Lk -.' k = 92 as 
. - - 2w , ,m 
Ll tends to infinity, which implies that F(3) a ~3 as Ll tends to infinity 
and it is also shown that ~ * a , Q + ~3 as L2 , Ll tend to S (k ... k 3 ) ",,3 m ' 
infinity, which implies that F(4) a ~4 as L2 , Ll tend to infinity_ And it 




) a· 94 + ~4 as L3 , L2 , Ll tend to infinity, 
such that it follows that ~ . 
km· - .k4w 
' a 
= ~ * + F(4) = Q as L L S (km ... k4 ) - . -4 3' , 2' 
' L tend to infinity. 1 
Now, suppose in general for some i such that, 4~i~m-1, 
~ a Q. . and F(i-1) a A. 1 k ... k. 1w -1-1 "" ~ -1-m 1-
as L. 2' L. 3' ... , L1 tend to infinity. 1- 1-
(24) 
Consider ~ = ~ * , + F(i), where ~S*(k ... k.) and ~(i) are k ... k.w S (k ... k.) 
m 1 m 1 m 1 
given by (14) Ctnd (15) r .espectively. It follows from the assumptions (24) 
and (15), the definiti'on of Fei) that 
16 
1 i. i-1 1 
F( i) a 
- L as L. 2' L. 3' 1- 1-
L. 1 1-
tend to infinity. 
i: * ' S (k ... k. ) 
m 1 · 





----L T V v 
",k ... k. l"'k ... k. 1 
L. 1 1-
1 
k =1 m 1- m 1-· 
1-1 
L L 
1-1 ' I 1-2 
+ --- L . [ .,.----- L V vkT k L ",k ... k. 1k . 2'" ... . 1 L. 1 k 1-
1 L 
+ 
L. 2 k 1-
1 L 
+ 









L T ------ L v v + . 












-- L v v 
L it =1 "'km·· .k1"'km·· .ki - 1 1 1 
L - r 
1-2 
L 1 1-2 
+ 
T 
---LV v . 
(L )2 ",k ... k. 2"'k ... k. 2 . k =1 m " 1- m 1 -1-2 1-2 
1-2 i-2 
T 
+ LL v v * 
(L )2 . "'k ... k. 2"'k ... k. 2 
+ 
+ 




















































... k. 2 
m 1-
T L ~k * 







-. -1: v * *+ ... 
L "'k ... k. lk. 2·· .k1 
+ v ' 1: ' 
"'k ... k. 1 L ," * 
... 
m,. 1- i -2 k =1 
i -2 ' 












. 1-1 1 
T 
---.L V v 















L 2 (Li - 2 ) k =1 1-2 
1 L 1":2 
L 2 (Li - 2 ) k =1 1-2 
1 L 1-2 
L 2 (Li - 2 ) k =1 1-2 
1 L i -1 
1 







L T V V 
k -k ... k. 2-k ... k. 2 =1 m 1- m 1-1-2 
L 1-3 
L T + ~k ... k. 3"'f.k ... k. 3 
k =1 m 1~ m 1-1-3 
1 L 2 
L T V V (L )2 -km' .. kZ-km· .. k2 
. k =1 Z 2 
1 L 1 
L V vT ] 
CL )2 -k ... kl-k ... k l k =lm m 1 1 
1 L 1 1-2 
= Q. + L [ Q. '1 + L 
-1 -1- 2 
L. 1 k =1 L. 2 (Li - Z) k =1 L. 3 1- i -1 1- i-2 1-
~ Q. + A. (by the definition of the matrices Q. and A.) 
-1 -1 - -1 . ""1 
as Li - I , Li - Z' ... , L2 , LI tend to infinity. Hence, 
~k k = LS*(k k) + F(i) a Q~ + A. - A. = Q. 
• o. • W· . ... - - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 
m 1 m 1 
as Li -- l , Li - Z' .0., LZ' LI tend -to infinity. 
Q. 2 + 
-1-
] 
Therefore, by induction, if assumptions (24) hold, then i: . a Q. k ..• k.w -I 
m 1 -
for 4sism-l. And it has already been shown that i:k ' a Q. for i= 2, ••• K. W -1 
3, 4, so it follows that 
1 L 1-1 
~ a Q. = ___ L V v T 
k ... koW -1 L -k ... k. l"'k o .. ,k. 1 




for all i = 2, 3, -, ... , m. And by similar argument as before, the asymptotic 
distribution ·. of - 1/2 '" (~'~1) vecs(Lk k 1 .... w 
m 1 
18 
L ) k ... k.wo 
m 1 
is N[ 0, 
, T 2~p (Lk ... k . wo®Lk k ) K ]. . .. "wo -p 
m " 1 m 1 
The above results can be summarized into the following theorem: 
Theorem 1: For any i such that 2:Si:Sm, k i = 1, 2, ._, .. ' Li , ... , km= 1, 2, ... , 
1/2 ,,-
Lm, the asymptotic distribution of (Li - 1 ) vecs(Lk ... k.w - Lk ... k.wo) is 
, m 1 m 1 
multivariate normal with zero mean vector and covariance matrix 
2KT(~ ~~ ' )K L L L t d t . f' ·t ~k k ~~k k as ," l' . 2' ... , 1 en 0 In 1nl y. 
-p .... Wo .... Wo -p 1- 1- ' 
m 1 m 1 
From Theorem 1, it can be observed that fk ... k.w plays the same role as 
m 1 
the samplecovariance matrix in the standard normal theory of covariance 
structure analysis~ in the analysis of the covariance structure 
m 
L (a ) = L ' k ... k.w -k ... k.o k ... k.wo· -In general situation, with I. = n L. = 1 , J 
m 1 m 1 m 1 j=i 
L.xL. lx ... xL independent samples at the (i-l)-th level, -where 2:Si:Sm, the 
1 1+ m 
estimators fk .~.k.w fork i = 1, 2, 
m1 
... ) L., k. 1= 1, 2, ... , L. l' ... , k = 
1 1+ 1+ m 
1, 2, ... , L -are mutually independent. 
m , 
As a result, the analysis of this 
si tuation can be carried out via the approach of normal theory covariance 
structure analysis wi th mul tiple groups, wi th f in place of the k ... k.w 
m 1 
sample covariance matrix. And computationally, the -standard option of 
multiple groups analysis in LISREL VII and EQS can be used. 
Estimation of the str~ctural parame~ers a for 2:Si:sm, k.= 1, 2, 
-k ... k.o 1 
Li , k i +1 = 1, 2, ... , Li +1' ... ' , km = 1, 2, 
m 1 
. . . , L : 
m 
Consider elements in ~k .. ~k.o' k i = 1~ 2, ... , Li , 
m 1 




L to be fix~d, free oi constrained parameters. 
m 
Let a (i) be the q by 1 
-0 
- , 
vectors which consists ,of all distinct unknown parameters 
19 
in a 




. ; . 
~{i ') ' be the corres~onding vector of mathematical v~ ~; ~ ables. ~onp ider the 
.... ; . 
'"., 
following discrepancy functions 
L L 
m m-1 
• -1 L 1 (~( i ); 1) = 2L L 
L 
i L -1 " (' -L )~-1 }2 
Ii tr{ Lk ... k.w k ... k.w k ... k.w 
k =1 k =1 k =1 m 1 m 1 m 1 




L2 (~(i) ; i) = L L 
k =1 k =1 
m m-1 
tr(L- 1 ' ~ , ) - logl~k ... k.w l - p} k ... k.w k ... k.w 
m 1 m 1 m 1 
m 
where I. = n L .. 
1 J j=1 
The vectors §1 (i) and §2 (i) that minimize the discrepancy functions 
L1 (~'Ci}; i) and L2(~(i); i) respectively, can be obtained -- by using -the option 
of multiple groups analysis! in LISREL VII or EQS, with ~k ... k.w as the input 
m 1 
ma tr i ce s (k . = 1, 2 , ..., L., k . 1 = 1, 2 , ..., L. l' ..., k = ' 1, 2 , ..., L ) 
1 1 1+ 1+ m m 
and Lk ... k.w as the covariance structures to be analyzed. Then ~1 (i) is the 
m 1 
generalized least squares estimate (GLS) and ~2(i) is the analogous maximum 
likelihood estimate (AML). 
~ 
From (25), for L. l' L. 2' ... , L1 sufficiently large, 1- 1- , 
, 1 L i -1 
k ... k. w m 1 ' 
a T 
-------L , v ' v 
L ",k ... k. '1' ""k ... k. 1 . 1 k =1 m _ 1 - m 1 -
1- 1-1 
hence ~k ... k . w will be positive definite with probability one. Assume that 
m 1 
-1 I. tends to ~. in (0,1), then by result of Theorem 1 and following , the same 
1 1 
argl:lment as in deriving the ' asymptotic statistical . theory in multiple groups 
analysis under the mu~tivariate normal assumptions (Lee & Tsui, 1982), it can 
be _shown that the follow~ng _theorems are valid. 
20 
,. 
Theorem · 2: , The asymptoti. c distribution of I ~ 121 (a (1) - 0:: (i)), g= 1, 2, 
. 1- -g -0 . 
-





Q(i)o= L ' L 




L ~.11 (l: ®l: ) -1/1 T 
1 k ... k. wk ... k. wk ~ .. k. wk ... k. w 
k i =1 m 1 m 1 m 1 m 1 0::=0:: (i) 
- ""'0 
with 11 k ... k. w 
m 1 
= al:k ' k /' a~. • •. • w 
m 1 
Theorem 3: The asymptotic distribution of I. 1 L (a (i); i), g= 1, 2, 2~i~m 
1- g-g 
m 
* * is chi-squared wi th I. p - q degrees of freedom, where I. = n L. and p = 
1 ' 1 j=i J 
p(p+l)/2. 
Theorem 4: The estimators ~l(i) and ~2(i), 2~i~m, are consistent and 
asymptotically equivalent. 
Throughou~ the above development, in particular from (25) and Theorem 1, 
notice that the asymptotic distribution of ~ 2~i~m, is independent k ... k.w' 
of ~k ' 
m 
~k k ' 
m m-l , 
. . . , v ' 
-k k 1" .k. m m- 1 
and 
m 1 
l:k ' wo 
m 
... , l:k . 
. .. k. lwO 
m 1+ 
Moreover, the analysis is still valid for small L , L l' .' .. , L. l' L. at 
m m- . 1+ 1 
levels m, m-l, 
~ k .... k. w 
m 1 
a 
. . . , 
1 




------ L v v 
-k ... k. 1-k ... k. 1 
L. 1 1- k =1 m 1- m 1-1-1 
for ' sufficiently large Li - 1 , Li - 2 , ... , L2 , L1 at. levels i-l, i-2, ... , 2, 1, 
and the result still holds for small number of level units (L , L l' ... , 
m m-
Li~l' L i ) in levels above the (i-l)-th level ,(levels m to i). 
For the analysis 'of the between-group (m-th level) cQvariance matrix 
21 
... 
based on the statistical properties of f:B · From (16) and (17) , 
1 L m 
}:B L = 




-km· .. k1 
1 L m 
LB L = 












in terms of 
1 
T 
~k ~k + 






m-l ' m-1 











k L.=1 L 
m m~l 
1 L 2 
L 
m m- m 




. . . , 
T L ~k k ~k 











k =1 k =1 
m-1 2 
L 1 L 1 L m-1 1 m-l · 
L L T L T v 
and 
* ~k + ~k ~k k ... k1-k L L1 m . m m L * m m-1 m-1 k =1 m-1 k =1 k =1 
m-1 1 m-1 
1 L 1 L m;" 1 m-1 
L L T + ~k k ~k k * + L m m-1 CL - -1) * m m-1 m-1 k =1 m-1 k *k 
m-1 m-1 m-1 
1 L 1 L 1 L m-1 2 m-l 
L L L T + ~k ~k k * m" .k2 L L2 CL -1) * m m-1 m-1 k =1 k =1 m-1 k *k 
m-1 2 m-1 m-1 
1 L 1 L 1 L m-1 1 m-l 
L L L T + ~k ~k k * L L1 m·· .k1 CL -1) * m m-1 m-1 k =1 k =1 m-1 k *k 
m-1 1 m-1 m-1 
1 L l ' L m-1 2 
L L T + ~k v * * 
-k k 1"" k2 m L * L2 * m m-m-1 k =1 k =1 
m-1 2 
1 L 1 L 1 L m-1 
, ', 
m-1 2 
T + L ~k L L ~k * * k ' k m-1' .. k2 L m m-1 (L
m
_1-1) * L2 * m m-1 k =1 k ~k k =1 
m-1 m-1 m-1 2 
1 L 1 L m-1 1 
+ + L ~ L v , x . 
-km·' .k1 L 
m-1 L1 k =1 k =1 
,m-1 1 
22 
1 L 1 L m-1 2 
L L T • ~k • + k . l' .. k2 (L -1) • L2 • m m-m-l k ;tk k =1 
m-1 m-1 2 
1 L 1 L m-1 1 
+ L L T • • ~k ~k • + 
m L • Ll • m
km-1 . . ~ . k2k1 
m-1 k =1 k =1 
, m~1 1 
1 L 1 L m-1 1 
+ L L ~k x . . m·· .k1 L Ll m-1 k =1 k =1 
m-1 1 
1 L 1 L m-1 1 ] . L L T ~k • * • (L
m
_l -1) • Ll • m
km-1·· .k2k l 
k ;tk k =1 
m-1 m-1 1 
In the above expansion, apart from the first term on the right hand side, all 
other terms on the right hand side converge almost surely to the zero vector 
as L 
m-l' . . . , L2', Ll ,all tend to infinity, thus it follows that 
1 L m 
LB 
a L T L L2 , L1 tend to infinity (26) . =-- ~k ~k as m-1 ' . ... , L . k =1 m m 
m m 
For k = 1, ... , L , L -1/2V is independently and identically distributed as 
m . m m -k 
m 
so the ~symptotic distribution of fB is the Wishart 
distribution with covariance matrix L- 1 LB and degrees of freedom L. Thus, 
m 0 m 
the asymptotic distribution ' of fB is equal to the distribution of a sample 
covariance matrix from a random sample of independent observations from a 
multivariate normal distribution. 
Estimation of the structural parameter ~ : 
" ""0 
Let ~ be the q by l ' vector which consists of all distinct unknown 
-0 
parameters, elements of which can be fixed, free or constrained parameters, 
with allowance of equ~lity and let ~ be its corresponding vector of 
mathematical variables. The estimate ~ of ~ can be C?btained by minimizing 
- -0 









) t~l }2 
\ : .~~.; . ,~.; · ~.1~·,~ . :~ :,': 
, ~nd"": '; ' 
?~Hif:' ;" ", 
.:; LB2 (~) = log I LB I + tr (L~li:B) - log I i:BI - p . 
. i 
Let @1 and @2 be the ', estimators of I!o obtained by minimizing LBl and LB2 
respectively. If Lm is large then large sample properties of @l and @2 can 
be obtained. By the Central Limit Theorem and (26), 
a ) N[ 0, 2KT(LB ®LB )K ] , ,., -p 0 o-p as L tends to infinity. m 
Hence; the normal theory structural equation model with i:B as the sample. 
covariance matrix can be applied in the analysis of LB(@l. However, if L is 
m 
small, sample properties of @1 and @2 are not available and is still an 
interesting area for , future research. It 'is also worth noticing that the 





Generalization to Arbitrary and Elliptical Distributions 
§ 3.1 Asymptotically Distribution-Free Estimation 
Consider the m-level observation with m>2, 
x = v 
..,k ... k1 ..,k m m 
+ Yk k +... + Yk k -
m m-1 ' m· .. 2 
it -is now supposed ' that the distributions of Yk " Yk k ,. ~ ., vk k' m m m-1 .. ' ,.., m'" 2 
v are no longer multivariate normal but instead have finite 
..,k ... k1 m ' 
eighth-order moments, with zero mean and covariance matrices LBo= LB(@o)' 
Lk = ~k (ak ), . wo w,.., 0 ., and Lk k = Lk k (~k k) respectively. 
. .. 2wo ... 2w ... 20 m m m m m m ' 
The independent prop~rties among the Yk ... k.'s and the invariance properties 
, m _ I 
among the Lk ... k.wo's, i= 2, 3, ... , m, are assumed to be the same as those 
m 1 
in Chapter 2. 
The analysis of the within-level covariance structures, for levels 1 to 
m-l, and the estimation of the overall structural parameters a (i), which 
"""0 
consists of all distinct unknown parameters in ~k ... k.o' 2~i~m, for k i = 1, 
m 1 
2, ... , L., . 
1 
. ., k = 1, 2, 
m 
. . . , Lm' will again be based on the fk ... k.w's, 
m 1 
k.= 1,2, ... , L., 
1 1 
., k = 1, 2, .... , L , with the estimate of Lk k 
m m .... Wo 
, m 1 
given by (3), (14) and (15). Since now the Yk ... k.'s, i= 1, 2~ ... , m are 
m 1 
no longer normally distributed, the estimates obtained are not maximum 
\ :-~ 
likelihood estimates, nevertheless, they are still unbiased and consistent 
estimators. 
a 
-Recall that for 2~i~m, k.= 1, 2, 
1 
. . . , 
1/2 "-
(L i -1 ) ve,c s (Lk .. .,k". w - Lk ... k . wo ) 
m 1 m 1 L . 
1-1 
L., . ~ ., 
1 
k = 1, 2, 
,m 
... , 
(L ) 1/2 [ CL ) -1 T] 
i-1 vecs 1-:1 k --1 Yk ... k. 1Yk ... k. 1 - Lk ... k.wo 










. -1/2 ' 
(Li ~1)' , vec~ L 
k =1 1-1 
T (v v -}: ) 
-k ... k. 1-k ... k. 1 k ... k.wo 
m 1- m 1- m 1 
as Li - 1 , Li - 2 , ... , Ll tend to infinity. 
Then by the Central Limi t Theorem, the asymptotic distributIon ' of 
L 
i-I 
-1/2 (L i - 1 ) ~ecs L ( T V . v -k ... k. 1-k ... k. 1 L ' ) k ... k. Wo 
m 1 
is mUltiv'ariate 
k =1 1-1 m 1- m , 1-
normal with zero mean vector and some covariance matrix r k ... k.o· 
m 1 
Therefore, 
a ) N[ ~, r k ... k.o l 
m 1 
as L. l' L. 2' ... , Ll tend to infinity. 1- 1-
By Browne (l984)~ a typical element of r k ... k.o is given by 
m 1 
r k .. :k. 0 (ab, cd) = 'O'k o. : ko 0 (abcdl - }:k 00' ko Wo (a, b) Lk ... k. Wo (c, d), 
m 1 m 1 m 1 m 1 
where O'k o. 0 k.o (abcd) is the fourth order central moment of ~k ... k. k. land 
m 1 m 1 1-
Lk 000 k. wo(a, b) refers to the (a, b)-th entry of the matrix Lk ' ... k. wo' The 
m 1 m 1 
GLS es t ima te eX ( i) . of ex (i lis def ined to be the vector that minimi zes the 
- "",0 ' 
following discrepancy function 
L L L 
m m-1 i 
G(ex(i) ; i) = L L . . L I~1 x ,., 1 
k =1 k =1 k =1 
m m-1 i 
'" T -1 '" . {VeCS(L -L , )} W {VeCS(L k o .. kow k ... k.w -k o .. k. k ... k.w 
m 1 m 1 m 1 m 1 
m 
L)} k- ... k. w 
m 1 
where I. = n L. and W is a positive definite matrix which converges in 
1 J=i J -km" .ki 
probability to r . In order to define G(ex(i); i), so as to obtain the k 000 k.o 
m 1 
GLS estimate ~(i), a consistent estimate ~k .. ok. of r is required. k ... k. 0 
m 1 m 1 
First note that as the l eighth-order moments are fini te, the fourth-order 
moment of ~~m 0 0 . ; k
i 
-1' gi v~n by 
26 
" 
a. , , '" (abcd) = 
k ... k. 
" m 1 
L 1 1-1 
-- E (~k ... k. (a) 
L. 1 k =1 m 1-1 1- 1-1 
~k ... k.+(a)) x 
m 1 
(~k ... k. l Cb ) -!k ... k.+Cb))C~k ... k. l Cc ) - ~k ... k.+(c)) x 
m 1- m 1 m 1- m 1 
C ~ k ... k. 1 (d) ,- ' ~ k : .. k. + (d) ) 
m 1- m 1 
is a consistent estimate of ~k ; .. k.oCabcd), where 
In 1 




E v ' . 
-k ... k.k. 1 
k =1 m 1 1-1-1 ' 
x - x = 
-k ... k. 1+' . ,.+ -k ... k.+ ... + 
m 1- m 1 
Since, 
v - v ' 
-k ... k. 1 -k ... k.+ 
m 1- m 1 
+ [(v 
-k . ~ . k. 1+ m 1-
v " ) 
-k .... k.++ 
m 1 
+ (v - v ) 
-k ... k. 1++ -k ... k.+++ 
m 1- m 1 
+ 
(27) 
+ (v - v )], 
-k ... k. 1+"'+ -k ... k.+ ... + 
m 1- m 1 
where the last _i-2 terms inside the brackets converge in probability to zero 
as L. 2' L. 3' ... , Ll tend to infinity. Hence, 1- 1-










(x (a) - x ' (a)) x 
-k ... k. 1+"'+ ,..,k ... k.+ ... + 
m 1- m 1 
(x (b) - x _ (b)) x 
,..,k ... k. 1+"'+ ,..,k ... k.+ ... + 
m 1- m 1 
(x ' (c) - X (c)) x 
- k ... k. 1 + ... + - k ... k. + ... + 
m 1- m 1 
'( x ( d) - x ( d) ) 
-k ... k. 1+"'+ -k ... k.+ ... + 
m 1- m 1 
is a consistent estimate of ~k ... k. 0 (abcd). , And a consistent estimate of 
m 1 
~k -... k.~o can be given ' by tk ... k.w· Therefore, a consistent estimate of 
m 1 m 1 
r is glyen by ~k- ... 'k. ' wi th typical elements k ... k -. 0 
m 1 .m 1 
27 
" 
I ', I , 
, . 
~kJil. : - ~ k.l fab , ed) = eT km ... k i (abed) : ~~m . :' . k i w (a, b) ~km.·· k i ~(~' ~ ~ ~~t ~': ;'~~!ipientlY large Li - 2 , Li - 3 , ,ni',) ~2~n~ L 1 · ; Mor~9yer; ).f Li - 1 is 
. ~~fn<::rentlY large and r km ... k
i 
0 ~S i P;~~t tl.Y~ q~Hl}Tr: tpe~ py similar 
t~~SOriing 'as in 
"~ : ." .: . '. 
~> ~;, . ~. 
Browne (1984) , 
) . ..... , . ,'. " . '} ' 
~k ... k. willb€{ ~posltive d.ff~nite with 
. ' JT1 ~::\ ! - ~~":' " .:  . '" 
' -. ,' , 
probability one. And by similar argument 
. ~ i,,'~:;~ .;~~~' 
as i"n Fer.~~son ( 19S5) and Browne 
' ~ : ~>': ':): " .:';' 
~ ', j " ~ . 
(1984) , it can be shown that the followirtg' theoremp 
f j' :~ 
I ~ : " " 
' ~ '. ' ... t 
" t' " 
, .y, ~I . .-, .;, • 
:,~ /' j 
. .:;.t?'::, 
" 
Theorem 5: The asymptotic distribution of Il<~ (a(i) a (1)) is 




.::-'1, ' i-1 
veetor" 'a~d eovafia~ge matrix T(~)o' where 
; . F, .. ~ .. . 
m m-1 , i ' " :. 
1(1)0= L L 
k =1 k =1 
-1 T 
. L ~ 1· fJ.k ... k . wrk k fJ.k k k =1 m 1 m'" 10 m'·' i W a=a (i) 
m m-1 i .v .vO 
for i= 2, 3, ... , m. 
Theorem 6: The asymptotic distribution of I. 1GCa(i); i) is chi-squared with 
1- AI 
m 
* * degrees of freedom Ii p - q, 2~i~m, where Ii = n L. and p = p(p+l)/Z. 
j=1 J , 
Notice that the analysis of ' the (i-l)-th level (Z~i~m) covariance 
structure in the m-level model 'is similar to the asymptotically distribution 
free approach of the mul tiple groups structural equation models and the 
analysis is not affected by the v v 
.vk ' ' .vk k ' 
m m m-I 
... , v ' 's or thefr 
.vk ... k. 
m 1 
covariance matrices, also, the methodology is still valid even with small L , 
, m 
L l' ... , L .. m- 1 
The analysis of the between-group covariance structure ~B = ~B ({3) at 
o .vO 
level m, can be performed similarly as befo~e. If L is sufficiently large, 
, m ' 
( 
. 1/2 A 
then the dist~ibution of CLm) vecsC~B - ~Bo) is approximately multivariate 
n~rmal with zer6 mean iv~cto~ and covariance matrix r Bo ' . The GLS estimate ~ 
, 28 
of ~ can be " obtained by minimizing the following discrepancy function 
-0 
, where ~B is a positive definite matrix that converges in probability _ to rBo 
and a possible choice of ~B is with typical elements 
~B(ab,cd) = crBCabcd)-"tB(a,b) tB(c,d) 
such that crB(abcd) isa consistent, estimate 'of O'Bo(abcd) , the typical element 
of - ~he fourth order ~entral moment of ~k and tB is a consistent estimate of 
m 










L (~k (a) - ~+ (a)) (~k (b) - ~+ (b))x 
k =1 m m 
m 





L (~k +... + (a ) - ~ +. . . + (a) ) (~k +... + (b-) - ~ +. _. . + (b)) x 
k =1 m - m 
m 
(~k + ... +(c) - ~+ ... +(c))(~k + ... +(d) - ~+ ... +(d)). 
m - m 
Since x - x 
-k + ... + -+ ... + 
m 
= ~k - - ~+ + [(~k + - ~++) + (~k ++ - ~+++) + ... 
m m m 
+ (v - v )] 
-k + ... + -+ ... + 
m 
(28) 




- 1 , ... , L1 all tend to infinity. If Lm is sufficiently large and rBo is 
positive definite then by Browne (1984), ~B will be positive definite with 
probability one~ 
/' In fact, the analysis ofLBq~o) can be performed similarly as the 
asymptotically distribution free method (Bentler~ 1983; Browne, 1984) in the 
classical structural equation models theory. However, the analysis is not 
applicable if Lm is small-. Computationally, standard package programs such 




the 'discrepanc~ functioris G(~(i); i), i= 2, 3, ... , m and Q(@). 
§ 3.2 Elliptical Distribution Estimati6n 
When the underlying distribution belongs to an elliptical class, . the 
computation and storage involved would be greatly reduced, just as in the 
classical structural equation models. Consider the m-level model 
+ . 
.. + ~k k 
m· .. 2 
Assume that the independent properties among the ~k ' 
m 
~k k ' 
m m-l 
. , 
v , v . 's are the same as those in Chapter 2. 
-km···k2 -km···k1 
But now, suppose 
that one of the ~k ... k .' s, say ~k ... k. 1 has a distribution belonging to 
. m J m I-
. " 
the elliptical class, with zero mean vector and covariance matrix Lk ... k.wo' 
m 1 
while the other ~k ' ... k .' s j:t=i-l, j= 1, 2, . . . , i-2, i, ... , m, still 
m J 
possess a multivariate normal distribution as described in Chapter 2. 
In thts case, · the est ima te of L . . is again based on f:k ... k. w k ... k. wo 
m 1 m 1 
given in (3), (14) and (15) and the asymptotic distribution of 
1/2 " (Li - 1 ) vecs(Lk ... k.w 
m 1 
L ) is N [ 0, 
.k ... k. Wo IIV 
, m . 1 
r ] where r k ... k.o k ... k.o 
m 1 m 1 
has typical elements 
rk ... k.o(ab,cd) 
m 1 
= (Kk ... k. + 1) { Lk ... k . wo (a, b) Lk ... k . wo (c , d ) 
m 1 m 1 m 1 
~ Lk ... k.wo(a,d)Lk ... k.wo(b,c)} 
m 1 m 1 
and K is the kurtosis parameter of the distribution. k ... k. 
m 1 




tr{(I: - L ,'! )U- 1 ' }~ 
km···kiw km···~i~ i ~km·~·ki ' 
5
k 
k {t r (I:
k 
" "k ' : ~ 't
k
"':: " ;'. k ) U
k
- 1 .' k } 2 ] , 
m· .. i m· . ' . i W {:( ' m· .. i w - m··· i 
,'~;;~ ;~' . ~ . ~~.:: . 
. ..: , \', : ~ ~ , i : y~ '.:. 
where ~k ... k. is a positive-definite matf~x that y9nv~rges in probability to 
~ i . m a 1. possible choice of which i ; :' ;iven bY";: "" ; ~ . , is a 
k ... k. wo' ., ,k ... k. w . k ... k. 
m 1 ') t m 1 m 1 
. ' " .' ( '~:.: .. 
consistent estimate , of Kk .:.k.' t~e 
m 1 
kurt~~~~ of the distribution and 
\- ~.' jot' ", ' ," ; "".:" ' . :~ •• ~.,':): ' 
: '~i:/'2: ,: .: ',.' --
5 ' = K " /{4(K + k ... k. k ... k. k ... k. 
m 1 m 1 m 1 
2 ' :":" '" ,.. 
1) , + 2PKk ... k. (Kk ... k. + 1)}. 
m 1 m 1 
An estimate of Kk ... k.' proposed by Browne (1984) and Bentler (1983) based 
m 1 
on Mardia's (1970) sample measures of multivariate kurtosis is given by 
1 
,.. 
K -k ... k. ------[ {(v -v )TS x L. 1
' P(P+2) -k ... k. 1 -k ... k.+ ~k ... k. k =1 ·. m 1 - m 1 m 1 m 1 
1- 1-1 
where 
1 L 1-1 
(V " - v ) }2_1 
-k ... k. 1 -k ... k.+ 
m 1- m 1 
S = --- [(v - v ) (v . - V )T 
-k ... k. L -k ... k. 1 -k ... k.+ ,.,k ... k. 1 -k ... k.+ 
m 1 . 1 k =1 m 1 - m 1 m 1- m 1 




..,k ... k. + 




-k ... k.k. 1 
k =1 m 1 1-
1-1 
By the same reasoning as in (27), for sufficiently large Li - 1 , Li - 2 , ... , L1 , 
L 1 1-1 
K = ------ [ {(x - X )TS x k ... k. L (2) -k ... k. 1+ · ··+ -k ... k.+ ... + -k ... k.x 




..,k ... k.x L 




. . 2 (x - x )} -1 
-k ... k. 1+ ... + -k ... k.+ ... + . 
m., 1- m 1 
(x - x ' " ) x 
-k ... k. 1+ ... + -k ... k.+ ... + 
k =1 m 1- m 1 
1-1 (x 
-k ... k. 1+ ... + m 1-
. T 
xk k" . ). - .... + ... + 
m 1 
The GLS estimate a.(i) obtained by minimizing GE(~(i); i) will , have similar 




asymptotic properties as those in the asymptotically distribution-free case 
-
and .the standard package program EQS can be applied to obtain the estimate. 
, It should be pointed out that if Kk ... k.= 0 then GE(~(i); i) would be equal 
m 1 
to L1 (~(i); i) defined in § 2.3 in Chapter 2. under the assumption ' of 
multivariate " normality. So, in thi s case, analysis of L can be k ... k. wo 
m 1 
carried out via the m~thodology developed in Chapter 2. In particular, as 
suggested by Bentler (1989) , the estimate 
,... 
K k ... k. 
m 1 
can be used to test 
whether Kk ... k.' is equal to zero or not. 
m 1 
And as before, the analysis of 
Lk ... k~wo in this situation is not affected by ~k' ~k k , ... , ~k ... k.' 
m 1 m m m-l m 1 
LBo ' Lk , ... , Lk k an, d L ,L l' . . . , L .. m wo m· .. i+ 1 wo :, m m- 1 
For the analysis of the m-th level covariance matrix LBo ' only the case 
of L being sufficiently large will be considered. 
· m 
Suppose now that ' the 
~k ' s has a distribution belonging to the elliptical class, wi th zero mean 
m 
vector and covariance matrix LBo ' while the ~k k 's, ~k k k ' s, ... , 
- m m-1 m m-1 m-2 
v's still possess multivariate normal distribution as described in 
.... km• •• kl 
Chapter 2. The estimate of LBo is still given by (16) and (17). The 
-1 ,... 
asymptotic distribution of (Lm) vecs(LB - LBo ) is N[ 0, rBo] where rBo has 
typical elements 
rBo(ab,cd) = (k+l){LBo (a,b)LBo (c,d) + LBo(a,c)LBo(b,d) + LBo(a,d)LBo(b,c)} 
and K is the kurtosis parameter of the distribution. 
Now, the GLS function wIll have the form 
1 ,... -1 ~ -1 2 ~ ~ -1 2 QE(~) = 2: (K+l) tr{(LB- LB)~B} - o{tr(LB- LB)~B } 
whe.~e ~B is a positive d,efinite matrix that converges in probability to LBo ' 
a possible cho~ce is i:B Riven in (17); 5 = K/{4(K+l)2 ' + 2pKCK+l)}; and the 
,... 













- - T (v - v )(v - v ) 
-k "'+ ..... k -+ m ' m 
where 
1 
L 1 m 
~+ = - ,- L ~k . 
- L k =1 m 
m m 
And for sufficiently large ,L, L l' ... , L1 , ·by the same reasoning as in m m-
(28), 
,. 




S = (L ) -1 L (X - X -" ) (X - X ) T • 
-Bx m -k + ... + -+ ... + -k + ... + -+ ... + 
k =1 m m m . 
The GLS estimate @ of @o can be obtained by application of EQS and it 
will have similar asymptotic properties as before. AlsQ note that the 





In order to demonstrate the accuracy of the covariance matrix estimates 
given ' in (3), (14), (15) and (17), artificial data were simulated by a 
FORTRAN program usi~g the IMSL(STAT/LIBRARY, - 1987) subroutine for simulation. 
The number of leve~s, m, was set to be three. Three independent samples 'of 
data were simulated and then added together to form observations from a three 
level situation. Then the covariance matrix estimates were computed based o~ 
(3) , (14) , (15) and (17) and were analyzed by using LISREL VI I in the 
multivariate normal case and by using EQS in the case of elliptical 
distribution. 
-., 
§. 4~1 Examples on Multivariate Normal Distribution Estimation 
In the following examples, the p by 1 (p=4) vectors 
were simulated for k3= 1,2, ... ,L3 , k2= 1, 2, ... , L2 and k1= 1, 2, ... , L1 
where ~k ' v and ~k k k ' are independently distributed wi th N [ 0, LBo ]' 3 -k3k2 3 21 
N[ 0 . L ] and N[ ~, L ] respectively. 
-' k3wO .k3k2wo 
Example 1: This example demonstrates the analysis of the first level 
covariance matrices Lk3k2w' while parameters in Lk3w andLB would not be 
estimated. The covariance matrices are 
defined by: 
LB=!, Lk3W = Ak 4>k A~' 3w 3w 3~ 
34 
where 
t\3W=[ 0.6 0.7 0 o. ~ ] ~ . [o~ 3 0.3] 'it o. SI, k3= 1, 2; = = 0 0.7 k3w 1 ' k3w ,., 
[ • • ] . [o~ : o~;] . T 1.3. 1.3. 0 0 ~ 'it 0.61, k = 1 , A -= = = k3k2w 0 0 1.3 1.3 k3k2w k3k2w 3 
2; k2= 1, 2. 
The non-diagonal elements of '11 k3= 1, 2, k2= 1, 2 and the parameters 
k3k 2w' 
wi th an asterisk are treated as fixed known parameters. Four estimates of 
Lk k are computed by the formula given in (3), with the simulated data and 
3 2w 
are then analyzed using the multiple groups option of LISREL VII. The LISREL 
estimates for the unknown parameters under the specification 
in . Table 1. The chi-square goodness-of-fit value for the MLE and the GLS 
approaches are 29.03 and 25.75 respectively, both with 31 degrees of freedom, 
hence indicating that the observed data fits the proposed model. 
Example 2: This example perform's the analysis of the second level covariance 
matrices Lk and parameters in ~k k and ~B would not be estimated. Now, 
3w 3 2w 
L3= 3, L2= 100 and L1= SO. The covariance matrices in this case are: 
~ = I, ~ = A ~ A T + '11 . and ~ . = A ~ A T + 'lI-
B ,., k3w k3w k3w k3w k3w k3k2w k3k2w k3k2w k3k2w k3k2w 
where 
[0. 6* • o.f ]. [o~ : AT 0.7. 0 ~ ~ = 0.3*] '11 o. SI, k = 1 , 2, 3; = = k3~ 0 0.7 k3w 1 ' k3w 3 
AT = [ 0.3 0.3 0 0] ~ [0\ 0.7] 'lIk k =0.8!, k3= 1, 2, 3, = k3k2w . 0 0 0.3 0.3 ' k3k2w 1 ' 3 2w 
k2 =. 1, 2 , ..., 100 . 
The parameters ."with an - ~sterisk and the off-diagonal elements of 
35 
are treated as fixed, known parameters. Three estimates of ~k are computed 
3w 
and are analyzed using LISREL VII, with the following two specifications: 
, (i) Al =A2 =A3 ' ~1 =~2 =~3 and W1 =W2 =W3 . · www www www 
The estimates for the unknown parameters are given in Table 2 and the 
chi-square goodness-of-fit value for the MLE approach is 12.31, and is 9.99 
for the, GLS approach, both with 21 degrees' of freedom. 
( ill Al =A2 =A3 " Ak' (1,1)=Ak (2,1)=Ak (3,2)=Ak' (4,2) for k3= 1, 2, 3, w w w ·~ ~ . ~ ~ . 
~lw=~2w=~3w and ~lw=~2w=~3w' 
The unknown parameter estimates are reported in Table 3 with the chi-square 
goodness-of-fi t ' value being 18.58 and 16.91 for the MLE and GLS approaches 
respectively and with 24 degrees of freedom. 
Thus, as expected, the observed data fits the models proposed in both 
specifications. 
Example 3: This example performs the analysis of the third level covariance 
~ 
matrix LB,' while parameters in ~k and ~k k would not be estimated. Here, 3w 3 2w 
L3= 100, L2= 30 and L1= 30. The covariance matrices are defined by: 
~B= AB~BABT + ~B' ~ = A ~ AT + ~ and k3w k3w-k3w k3w k3w 
where 




O. S. ] 
1 ' ~ = B O. SI, 
the non-diagonal elements of ' WB and the parameters wi th an asterisk are 
treated as fixed, known parameters; 












o. ~ ], 
Then, the estimate of~B is computed based on (16) & (17) and analyzed using 
LISREL VII under the following two specifications: 








'l1 B = d i ag {1/1 11 ' 1/122 ' 1/133 ' ,1/1 44 } . 
The estimates for the unknown parameters are given in Table 4. The, 
chi-square goodness-of-fit value is 0.07 with 1 degree ,of freedom, for both 
the MLE and GLS approaches. 
'" 
(ii) [ * * AT= i\ 'i\ 0 0 B 11 21 * * 0 0 i\ i\ 
32 42 
The unknown parameter estimates are reported in Table 5 and the chi-square 
goodness-of-fit value are 2.16 for the MLE approach and 2.21 for the GLS 
approach, both having 4 degrees of freedom. 
Hence as expected, the resul t of the analysis indicates that the observed 
data fits the models proposed in the two specifications. 
Example 4: The main purpose of this example is to analyze the first level . 
covariance matrices ~k k and in particular, to observe that whether a wrong 
3 2w 
model would be correctly rejected . . In this case, parameters in ~3w a~ ~B 
woutd not be estimated. 




The covar i ance 
37 
AT \=[ 0.7 . 0.7 ' 0 o ] ~ = [0\ 0.3] 'lI = 0.51, k3= 1, 2; 0 0.7 0.7 , 1 ' kw ' 0 k3w k3w ~ 3 . 
[0. ~_ • • ] . [ 1- O. ~] . ' AT . = 0.8. 0 0 ~ 'lI 0.61, k3= 1, = = k3k2w 0 0.8 0.8 k3k2w 0.8 1 k3k2w 
k = 2 1, 2; 
• • ] . [O~: AT = [O.S_ 08 · 0 ' 0 . ~ 0.3] 'l' 0.6!, k3= 2, " • • = = k3k2w O· 0 0.'8 0.8 k3k2w . ' k3k2w 1 
k2= 1, 2. 
The non-diagonal elements of 'lIk3k2W' k3= 1, 2, k2= 1, 2 and the parameters 
with an asterisk are treated as fixed known parameters. Four estimates of 
Lk k are computed and then analyzed using LISREL VII under the following 
3 2w 
two specifications respectively: 
The estimates for the unknown parameters are reported in Table 6. The 
chi-square goodness-of-fit value for the MLE approach is 29.59 and that for 
the GLS approach is 26.00, both with 30 degrees of freedom, hence indicating 
that the observed data fit the proposed model. 
The unknown parameter estimates are given in Table 7. " This test is 
deliberately performed to see whether ' a wrong model would be correctly 
rejected or not. The chi-square goodness-of-fit value for the MLE approach 
is 52.62 and 41.53 for the GLS app,roach, both wi th 31 degrees of ' freedom. 
Since the proposed specification contradicts the assumption of the simulated 
data, ' the analysis resul t correctly suggests that the observed data do not 
seem ' to fit the proposed ' model . 
. Example 5: This example demonstrates the analysis of the 'second level 
38 
!?ovar~ance matrices ~k3W and wheth~r , the !ina ysls' ~$~~~ reject ~ ~rong model 
" .~. ,,\ . : ': " ; .... ( 
4~ltberatelY specified. Parameter!;1 ' ln E~k w ftflq ~B· W.0!tt~ flo,~ pe, estimated. 
".' . \ ' ;' ;;ri.3 ~ : ~ ;) :, ' ; f":· ,', J:; ;' , , ;,';;>,. :" 
' ~'Qw; L3~ ' 3, L2= 100 and Ll = 50. Tne ' ~Oy~tt1~~~ w~tric.~~ tn ~pi 1 ' ~p'se are: 
', ; ':',J i .; ," , ". : 
I: == !, I: = A <1> A T + 'I1
k 
and ' I:'<' ;.: ' '=: h ' . -, 4» ' AT ', ,t '11 
B k3w k3w k3w k3w 3w ~3k2W " ' k3k2~. k3~2W l<~k2~ ; k3k2w 
. .'f>·~· ~ .~ " . . ' ,'. . ",; ,,. 
1 ~~' 
where 
• 0.7. 0 
o -' 0.·7 




k2 =. 1,2, ..., 100 . 
o.~· ] . 
0·] <1> = 
0.7 ' k3w 
o.~ ]. <I>k3k2W= 
[~~; o. ~.]. 
[O~8 °i8]. 
,;' ~' . 
The parameters with an asterisk and the off-diagonal elements 
are treated as fixed, known parameters. Three estimates of .~k ware computed 
3 
and are analyzed using LISREL VII, with the following two specifications: 
(i) Al =A2 =A3 ' <1>1 =<1>2 and '111 =W2 ='113 . w · w . w w " w ~ w w w 
The estimates for the unknown ' parameters are given in Table 8 and the 
chi-square goodness-of-fit value for the MLE approach is 11.08, and is 8.97 
for the GLS approach, both with 20 degrees of fr~edom. Therefore, it can be 
concluded that the observed data fits the proposed model. 
(ii) Alw=A2w=A3w' <1>lw=<1>2w=<1>3w and 'I11w='I12w='I13w· 
Table 9 gives the estimates for the unknown parameters. The chi -square 
goodness-of-fit value being ' ,36.35 and 36.90 for the ' MLE and GLS approaches 
respectively, with 21 degrees of freedom. Thus, it is significant that the 
observed data do not fit the proposed model, which agrees with the simulatton 
assumptions tnat ~1 =~2 *<1>3 . w _ w w 
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§ 4.2 ·Examples on Elliptical Distribution Estimation 
In this case, the p=4 by 1 vectors ~k k k 
· 32 1 
simulated for k = 3 1 , 2, . . . , k = 2 1 J 
= ~k + ~k' k 
332 
2, ... , and 
were 
2, 
... , .L1 , such that two of the ~k ' ~k k ' ~k k k ' s come from mul tivariate 3 32 321 . 
normal distributions and one is ,from an elliptical distribution . The 
elliptical distribution involved is the contaminated normal distribution with 
zero mean vector and' covariance matrix L = c2 L1 + (1-c)2 L2 with c = 0.9. 
All covariance matrices engaged are in the form of the confirmatory factor 
analysis model L = A ~ AT + W. 
Example 6: This example demonstrates the analysis of the first level 
simulated from N[ 0, 
,.., 
AT = [ 1.5 1.5 0 
B 0 0 1.5 
LB] for k = 3 1 " 2, 
1. ~ ]. ~B = [0.; 
-
where 
o. ~ ] and WB = o. SI. 
The ~k 's are 
3 
The ~k k ' s are simulated from N[ 0, L ] .for k3= 1 , 2 · and k = 1, 2 with 
3 2 k3w 2 
AT [ 1.~ 1.5 0 1. ~ ]. ~ = [ 1 0.5 ] and 'l'k = O. SI. = k3w 0 1.5 . k3w 0.5 1 3w 
The ~k k k 's are simulated from an elliptical distribution wi th zero mean 
321-
vector and covariance matrix L where 
k3k2w 
[0. 63~. • O.63~· ]. [ • ] ~3k2W 0.635. 0 ~ 1 0.897 = = 0 0.635 k3k 2 w • 0.897 1 
and Wk k = 0.41!, for k3= 1 , ' 2, k2= 1, 2. 3 2w 
The parameters with an a~terisk ' and the non-diagonal elements of Wk 'k ware 
. · 32 






be estimated. The four estimates of Lk k are computed and analyzed using 
3 2w 
the -EQS multiple groups option under the specification A11w=A12w=A21w=A22w' 
' ~ =~ =~ =~ and 11w 12w 21w ·22w the GLS estimates , for the 
unknown parameters are reported in Table 10. The chi-square goodness-of~fit 
value is 35.095 'based on 31 degrees of freedom, hence indicating that the 
data fits the proposed mod~l. ' 
Example 7: This example , demonstrates the analysis of the second level 
covariance matrices L
k3w
' It is now assumed that L3= 3, L2= 100 and L1= 100 : 
The !k 's are simulated from N[ 9, LB] with 3 












] d ,Tt an 'J.'B = o. SI. 
The !k k 's are simulated from an elliptical distribution _. wi th zero mean 
, , 3 2 
vector and covariance matrix L 
k3w 
T ' 0.636. 0.636. 0 
= A 
k3w [ 0 0 0.636 
~ = 0.574!, for k3= 1, 2, 3. 
k3w 
such that 
• • ] , 0 ~ 0.636 k3w 
The vk k k 's are simulated from N[ 0, Lk k ] with 





for k3= 1, 2, 3, k2= 1, 2, . . . , 100. 
[ • ] 1 0.9* and = 0.9 1 
The parameters wi th an . asterisk and the non-diagonal elements of' Wk are 
, 3w 
treated as fixed known parameters, while parameters of LB and Lk3k2w would 
not be estimated. The \ three estimates of. L
k3w
' are computed and analyzed 
using EQS, under the specification A1 =A2 =A3 ' ~1 =~2 =~3 and '111 ='112 ='113 . -, .w w w w w . w w w w 




phl~sq~are ~oodness-of-fit value is 22.777 based rin ~~ degrees Qf freedom, 
1,;' , ~. I ~ . .; ~tf' : (~. -,' . : ~ :' ·i.~ ', -;. 
... . ... 
f1~~qe~ndicatingthat the ~imulateddata ,~~ems to fit ~pe propostgd wode !. 
, ~ ~:'. 
Example 8: This example performs the an9,-lysis of the third level covariance 
~.:-~ 
" ,.er >-!.;.' . ~. ,' t i ,:t • • ~a,b:iX EB, while parameters in Ek3w and ~k3k2W would not be estimated. Here, 
The~k 's are now simulated from an elliptical 
.' 3 
distribution with zero mean vector and covariance matrix LB such that 
AT __ [ 0.814. 0.814. 0· ' 0·]. _ [ 1* BOO 0.814 0.814 ' ~B- 0.899 0.899*] 'Tt~' 0 411 1 ' '.t'B . ; 
the non-diagonal elements of 'l1B and the parameters wi th an asterisk are 
treated as fixed, known paramet~rs. 
The ~k k ' s and ~k k ' k ' s are simulated from N[ 0, Lk ] and N[ 0, Lk k ] 
. 3 2 3 2 1 ,., 3w 3 2w 
respectively, where 
AT = AT _ [ 1.5 





~k = ~k k = 0.51, for k3=1, 2, 3w 3 2w . AI 
1. ~ ], 
. . . , 100, k2= 1, 2, . . . , 30. 
0.5 
1 
Then, the estimate of LB is 'computed a.nd analyzed using EQS, the GLS 
estimates are reported in Table 12. The chi~square goodness-of-fit value is 
1.420 with 1 degree of freedom, which indicates that the proposed model fits 
the data. 
§ 4.3 Findings and Summary 
" 
From the artificia.l e~amples performed, it can be observed that the 
estimates of the "unknown" parameters obtained by using LISREL, VII and EQS 
are "close to the true values used in simulation, both under mul tivariate 
normal distribution and elliptical distribution assumptions. Also, the 




', ·the assumptions "used 'during simulation, and in particular, as illustrated in 
.' 
examples 4 . and 5, when the constraInts imposed ·contradict to the simulation 
supposi tions, the corresponding p-value ' of the, whole model is very small, 
hence' resulting in the rejection of the specification. 
Moreover, in order to ~tudy the performance of the proposed procedures 
on different random ,samples, lOO - random samples coming from the mUltivariate 
normal distribution were simulated. For each .sample, L3= 2, L2= 2, L1= 100, 
and the covariance matrices LB, Lk' , Lk k are the same as those defined in , 3w 3 2w 
,example 1. Estimates of Lk, k from each -sample are then computed by formula 
. 3 2w 
(3) and analyzed using the mul1::,:,iple groups option of LISREL VI I, under the 
,specification A11w ~ ~12W =-A21w = A22w ' ~llw = ~12w = ~21w = ~22w and ~llw = 
The chi-square goodness-of-fi t value, for the GLS 
approach in the analysis of each , sample, wi th degrees of freedom 31, are 
given in Table 13, all of which indicate . that the observed data fi ts the 
proposed model. -. The mean of the GLS estimates for the unknown parameters in 
the analyses are given in Table 14. 
All these results help to indicate the reliability and the accuracy of 
the covariance matrix estimates proposed and that the structural equation 
modeling approach introduced appear to be very promising in the analysis of 
multilevel data. ' 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusion and Discussion 
In this thesis we consider a general m-level structural equation model, 
m>2, with covariance structure: the between-group (level m) structure LB(@o) 
and the within-level (level , m~l to level 1) - structure Lk ... k.w(~k ... k.o)' 
- m 1 m 1 
i= 1, ... , m. When the nested structure of the -data is ignored in the 
analysis, _ the standard error of the estimate and the chi-square statistic 
value are incorrect, due to the fact that observations belonging to the same 
group are not independent. : With the methodology introduced in this thesis, 
valid" estimates for the between-group and the within-level covariance 
matrices and the estimates for their structural parameters are obtained under 
the assumption of mul tivariate normali ty, arbitrary and elliptical 
distributions respectively. Hence, the between-group and the wi thin-level 
effects can · -be successfully extracted. Moreover, the covariance matrix 
estimates deriv~d are consistent and unbiased. Their asymptotic statistical 
properties are also derived. Another important merit of the proposed 
methodology is that standard package programs like LISREL VII and 'EQS can be 
employed in analyzing the covariance structures, so there is no need to 
implement new computer codes for analysis.· 
In the present context, only a general situation with balanced ·designs 
in each sublevel in levels one to m-1 is considered. It is assumed here that 
the covariance structures in the same hierarchy level, for levels one to m-2, 
are invariant. The ~ean vector of the distribution is the zero vector ,in all 
levels. 
." 
A poss~ble exten~ion of the present methodology is to treat the 
. . 
. 
, . I ' 
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·situation · of · unbalanced designs . in each sublevel. Estimates of the 
covariance matrices can be obtained by pooling wi th appropriate weights. 
When the me~n vector of the distribution ' is nonzero, with the assumption · that 
'the mean effect is invariant over the groups; let ~. be the mean vector . of 
. . '. ""1 
level i and ~k .. ' .k. = ei + ~k ... k. be ,the latent ' random vector varying at 
m 1 m 1 . 
level i, i= 1,2, ... , m, where the ~k ... k.'s are identically distributed as 
m 1 
N [ 0, L k ... k. Wo 
m 1 
for i= 1, 2, ... ,m-l and the ~k ' s are identically 
m 
distributed as N[ ~, LBo ], then ~ = em + + ~ = sum ' of the mean vectors, ,..,1 
x 
,..,k ... k. 




+ + and X 
""+ ... + 
= 
-1 (L L 1'" L 1)x m m- . 
1: ... 1: ~ ... k is an unbiased and consistent estimate of 1), so the 
k =1 k ' =1 m 1 
m 1 




• transformed observations, x = x - x , in which the overall 
-k
m
···k1 _ ,..,km···k1 ,..,+ ••• + 
mean effect of the groups is subtracted. However, if the mean effect varies 
between the gro~ps, the ,situation is further complicated and still requires 
more study. Although the analysis of the general multi level situation with 
the relaxation of all these restrictions would produce more general results, 
it involves greater complexi ty and still requires further research. Also, 
the analysis presented for the between-group (level m) covariance structures 
is only valid for a large " number of level m uni ts, but in realistic 
situations, there may only be a few number of level m units. Therefore, 
there is the need to investigate the methodology for analysis under small 
numbers of group units. 
Above all, the analys~s presented in this thesis ' is quite standard and . 




. structure. · In praclical settings, the problem of missing responses is often 
encountered and requires further study when incorporated into the analysis of 
multilevel data. In some cases, the covariance dependence among observations 
involved may have some special structure, for ' example, a time series 
structure, it is interesting and worthwhile to put these . models under 
consideration as well. There are also a number of other issues desirable for 
more investigation, . like the study of robustness, the application of 
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' Derivation of the maximum likelihood estimates of L and L S(k
m
, , ,k2 ) km" ,k2wo 
Let for kl = 1, 2, ,.,' Ll 
I 
= v · 
-k 
m 
+ ~k 'k + + v has covariance matrix 
-k k 1'" k2 m m-l m m-
L ( , ); and v 1 hascovariance matrix Lk k' elements of which 
S km" ,k2 , -km" .k1 m'" 2w 
are mathematical variables associated wi'th Lk k . Then ' the overall data 
m'" 2wO 
vector is T , . " ,xk k L ' ), 
- m'" 2 1 
and is 
distributed as N[ 0, Lkm " .k2
Z}' where 
L = (J ' ® L , ) + (I ® L ) 
k
m
,··k2z -km" ,k2 S(km,,·k2 ) -km,··k2 km" ,k2w 
with ~k 'k being a square matrix of unit elements of orde.r -L1 and I m' •. 2 ,.,km, , ,k2 
being an identity matrix of order Ll' 
From standard arguments, the maximum likelihood estimates LS (km' , . k
2
) .and 
i: of L and L respectively are the matrices that km" ,k2w S(km, , ,k2 ) km" ~k2wO 
minimize the discrepancy function 
I I T -1 F( LS(k k)' Lk k ) = lO~ , Lkm",k2z + Z Lk' Z . m'" 2 m" , i 2w "'km" ,k2 m" ,k2z,.,km,· ,k2 
It can be shown that (Graybill, 1983), 






-1 -1 -1 
-Q = L (L L ) 
km' .. k2 1 km ° •• k2 w - km· ; ' k2 * . 
Substi tuting ILk k . I and Lk-
1 
in F( LS(k k)' Lk k ), it 
m· 0 ° 2z m· 0 • k2z m' .. 2 m ° • ° 2 w 
follows that 
F( ES(~ ..• k2)· Ekm ... k2W ) 









* k "* k 1 1 
= '" and '" (2) = '" + L '" ~km' 0 • k2w ~ ~km' .. k2w 1 ~S-Ckm ° 0 ° k2 ) ° 
This 
transformation is one-to-one with inverse given by L = L(1} and k
m
··ok2w 
L - = (L:(2) - L:(t) )/L
1
. Therefore, by this one-to-one mapping, the 
S(kmo .. k2 ) 
set {L , L } is transformed to a new set of independent k 0" k2w S (k ... k2 ) m m ' 
parameters {L(1)" L(2)} ° Then the likelihood function defined above can be 










. Then the 
L L 
1 1 
L L C x X T " - x X T * ) ~ -km~' .kl~km·· .k1 -km" .k1-kmo. okl 




T L x x *. 
* -km'· .-k 1-km ° 0 • kl 
k =1 k ==1 
1 1 
maximum likelihood estimates i:(1) and i: (2) can -be " obtained by 





• k ~ k 
~(1) = ____ 1 ____ 1 ____________________ ~' -> ~' ------~~----




And correspondingly, the ' maximum likelihood estimate 
= 
and 
A. L . 







. L L 
• k ~ k 




• k ~ k 
1 1 
T / 1 ) x x • L (L -




The covariance matrix estimates given in (3), (14), (15) & (17) are unbiased 
From (3), 
= 









-1 CL _1)-1 L L Ll 1 




+ !k k + 
m m-1 
C~k + ~k k + 
m m m-1 
L 
1 
_ L- 1 CL _1)-1 \' 
1 1 ~ 
,.. 







+ ~k k ' )C~k 
m··· 1 m 
T 
+ ~k ... kl)C~k 
m m 
the estImate Lk " k is unbiased . 
... 2w m ' 
By the definition of F(3), it follows that 
L 
T 
+ ~k k + 
m m-1 
T 
+ ~k k + 
m m-l 
2 ' 



















*' k 2 
[CLl ) -2 L T X. LX· 











m· .. kl L 
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k =1 k =1 
1 
L 















... k 2-km· .. k2 m 
m ' • m k =1 
1 
x * *]] 
-km· .. k2kl 
L 
1 
-1 L + L1 
• 
k =1 1 
L 




L 1 1 
L T v v • 
-km·· .k2k 1-km·· .k2k 1 * 
*' k 1 1 
L L 
2 2 














k =1 k =1 
1 1 
and because 
E(v . v T ) = 0 
-k ... k .-k ... kh 
m J m 
ECv vT .) = 0 
-k ... k .-k ... k . 
so, 




for j > h or j <. h; 
• for k. *' k., 
J J 
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*' k 2 2 
L J..~ E[L;l 2 L [!:k T -2 E . T J] = !:k + Ll v v ... k 
. k2 -km···k2ki-km···k2ki m 2 m 
k =1 k =1 
2 1 
and 
which means that L is also an unbiased estimate of L 
km···k3w . km"· .k3wo 
Similarly, consider L ; 
km· .. k4 w 
E L * [A ] S (km';·· k 4 ) 
L L L L L L 
3 2 1 2 1 
T 
= • • 
[ . 3 E L;l (L
3
:"1 )-1 L L L- 2L- 2 [ L L L L ~k ~k 
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• k =1 
2 
, T 
since E(v v ) 
-k ' ... k .-k ... kh m J m 
= 0 for j < h or j > h; E(v yT *) = 0 for 
.... k ... k .-k ... k . 
m J m J 
* • T) 
kJ
o ~ kJo and E(!k ... k .... k
1
!k ... k~ ... k1 = 0 for k. * k., j = 1, 2, J J 
' m J m J 
Therefore, 
E[r * ' ] S (km· .. k4 ) 
L L L 
3 3 , 2 
= E[L3-1 ~ y , yT + L3- 1 L: L2- 2 L: [ yT L -k k -k k !k
m 









Lt ~k k k !kT k k ] ] 









... , m. 
= E[F(4)] = L " km~ .. k4wo 
that is, thus 
L ' is an unbiased estimate of Lk k . 
km' .. k4w m'·· 4wo 
By the same argument, it 'can be shown that Lk k ' is also an unbiased 
m·" SW 
estimate of L 
km· .. kSwo' 
which would in turn imply that L is an 
km" .k6w 
unbiased estimate of L 
km· .. k6wO 
Hence, by the principle of induction, it 
can be concluded that L is an unbiased estimate' of L for all k ... k. k ... k. Wo 
m . 1 m 1 
i=2, 3, ... , m. ' 





L L L L 
m m-1 (-1 [ m-2 (L )-1 L L- 1 (L _1)-1 , L -1 L -1 L L x m m-1 m-l m-2 m-3 





L L L 2 1 m-2 
-1 L -1 L -1 L -1 L2 L1 L L1 x m-2 
* k =1 k =1 k =1 2 1 m-2 
L 
1 t L (~k ~k 
* m m 
T 
+ ~k k~k 
m m-1 m 
T T 
+ ... +v V +v v 
-k ... k2-k -k ... k 1-k m m m m 
k =1 
1 
+ ~k ~~ k* + ~k k ~~ k* + 
m m m-1 m m-1 m m-1 
T 
... + v v· 
-k ... k 1-k k 1 m - m m-
+ 
TT)] _ +v v * ... + ... +v v· _ . 
- k -_ k k 1 . . . k-1 - k ... k 1-k k 1 . . . k 1 m, m m- m m m-
E(v v T .) 
- k ... k . - k -... kh 
m J m 
= 0 for j < h or j > h, 
T • T -E(~k ... k.~k ... k~) = ~ for kj ~ k j and E(~k ... k .... k.~k· ... k~ ... k~) = 0 for 
m J m J - m 1 j m 1 J 
• 




E(~ ) = (L )-1 ~ E( T) ~ ~B m ~ ~k ~k = ~Bo· 
k =1 m m 
m 
Therefore, this completes the justification that the estimates given in (3), 
(14), (15) and (17) are unbiased. 
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Table 1 Analysis of first level covariance matrix 
Parameter MLE S.E. -GLS S.E. 
Ak k (1,1) . 1.4363 0.0656 1.3608 0.0647 
3 2 
) 
Ak k (2, :1) 1.3905 0.0642 1.3756 0.0641 
3 2 
Ak k (3,2) 1.3689 0.0674 1.3366 0.0676 
3 2 
Ak k (4,2) 1.3421 0.0621 1.2896 0.0616 
3 2 
4>k k (2,1) 0.9045 0.0189 0.8978 0.0196 
3 2 
'l'k k (1,,1) 0.5271 0.0669 0.4722 0.0621 
3 2 
'l'k k (2,2) 0.5260 0.0640 0.4747 0.0628 
3 2 
'l'k k (3,3) 0.7041 0.0744 0.6667 0.0730 
3 2 
'l'k k (4,4) 0.4700 0.0626 0.4441 0.0603 
_3 2 
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Table 2 Analysis of second level covariance matrix: specification (i) 
Parameter MLE S.E. GLS S.E. 
Ak (1,1) , 0.8477 0.1114 0.7972 0.1095 
3 
Ak (2,'1). 0.7444 0.1013 0.7952 0.1093 
3 
Ak (3,2) 0.7483 0.1218 0.7508 0.1318 
3 
Ak (4,2) 0.5743 0.0973 0.5456 0.1005 
3 
~k (2,1) 0.3517 0.0798 0.3290 0.0809 
3 
'ltk (1,1) 0.3537 0.1720 0.3966 0.1590 3 
'ltk (2,2)" 0.4816 0.1366 0.3938 0.1585 3 
'ltk (3,3) 0.5216 0.1704 0.4749 0.1864 3 
'ltk (4,4) 0.5246 0.1062 0.5248 0.1056 
-3 
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T8:hle 3 : Analysis of second level covariance matrix: specification (ii) 
Parameter MLE S.E. GLS S.E. 
Ak (1,1) , 0.7314 0.0328- 0.7067 0.0329 
. 3 
~k (2;1). 0.3356 0.0778 0.3181 0.0814 
3 
'l'k (1,1) 0.4488 0.0585 0.4132 0.0570 
3 
'l'k (2,2) 0.4286 0.0573 0.4068 0.0565 
3 . 
'l'k(3,3) 0.6266 0.0720 0.5984 0.0694 
3 
'l'k (4,4) 0.4079 0.0593 0.3884 0.0576 
3 
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Table 4 Analysis of third level' covarlancematrix: specification Ci) 
Parameter MLE S.E. GLS S.E. 
: 
Ail 1.1405 O. 1511 1.1406 0.1511 
.' . 
A21 , 0.7065 0.1203 0.7066 0.1203 
A32 0.7903 0.1235 0.7905 0.1235 
A42 0.8829 0.1234 0.8831 0.1234 
4>21 0.6047 0.1042 0.6045 0.104Q 
"'11 . 0.2406 0.2704 0~2402 0.2704 
"'22 ' 0.6569 0.1390 0.6560 0.1389 
"'33 0.6150 0.1494 0.6141 0.1494 
"'44 0.3903 0.1611 0.3897 0.1612 
62 
Table 5 . ~ Analysis of third level covariance matrix: specification (ii) 
Parameter MLE S.E. GLS S.E. 
All 1.0222 0.1084 1.0187 0.1073 
A21 0.7865 0.0982 0.7876 0.0996 
A32 0.8459 0.1017 0.8420 0.1026 
A42 0.8211 0.1007 0.8113 0.0998 
cf>21 0.6286 0.0995 0.6409 0.0996 
t/J 0.5133 0.0516 0.5009 0.0509 
. 
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Table 6 Analysis of first level covariance matrix: specification (i) 
Parameter MLE S.E. GLS S.E. 
'lek (1,1) 0.9224 0.0672 0.8611 0.0669 
3 2 . 
Ak k (2,t) 0.8380 0.0627 0.8681 0.0651 
3 2 
Ak k (3,2) . 0.8358 0.0684 · 0.8254 0 : 0714 
3 2 
'le k (4,2) 0.7728 0.0619 0.7350 0.0631 
3 2 
~11 (2,1)=~12(2,1) 0.8048 0.0600 0.7662 0.0633 
~ 21( 2 , 1 ) =~ 22' ( 2, 1 ) 0.2829 0.0938 0.3108 0.0920 
'l'k k (1, 1 ) 0.5409 0.0932 0.5092 0.0863 
3 2 
'l'k k (2,2) 0.5279 0.0793 0.4416 0.0855 
3 2 
'l'k k (3,3) 0.6693 0.0908 0.6248 0.0952 
3 2 
'l'k k (4,4) 0.5057 0.0753 0.4819 0.0751 
3 2 
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~ k (1,1) 
3 2 . 
Ak k - (2;1) 
3 2 
Ak k (3,2) 
3 2 . 
Ak k (4,2) 
' 3 2 
4>k k (2,1) 
3 2 
'l'k k (1,1) 
3 2 
'l'k k (2,2) 
3 2 
Wk k (3,3) 3 2 











S.E. GLS S.E. 
0.0736 0.8286 0.0682 
0.0688 0~8175 - 0.0658 
0.0748 0.7940 0.0722 . 
0.0677 0.6952 0.0634 
0.0568 0.6172 0.0582 
0.1074 0.4988 0.0869 
0.0928 0.4545 0.0835 
0.1038 0.6215 0.0947 
0.0857 0.4854 0.0732 
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'ltk (1,1) 3 
'ltk (2,2) 3 
'ltk (3,3) 
- 3 










. _ 0.5706 
0.4805 
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S.E. GLS -S.E. 
0.0669 0.8163 · 0.0637 
0.0652 0.7966 0.0627 
0.0726 0.7204 0.0718 
0.0633 0.6124 0.0626 
0.0977 0.2552 0.1004 
0.0733 0.9413 0.0723 
0.0819 0.3818 0.0751 
0.0755 0.4017 0.0730 
0.0874 0.5554 0.0844 
0.0658 0.4660 0.0642 
































S.E. GLS S.E. 
0.0843 0.7588 0.0677 
0.0803 0.7258 0.0657 
0.0914 0.6455 0.0742 
0.0782 0.5435 0.0642 
0.0729 0.7253 0.0726 
0.1175 0.3729 0.0773 
0.1030 0.4099 0.-0731 
0.1191 0.5538 0.0823 
0.0860 0.4669 0.0622 
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Table 10. Analysis of ·first level covariance matrix 
Parameter GLS -S. E. 
Ak 'k(l,l) 0.613 0.045 3 2 
Ak k (2,1) 0.673 0.044 
3 2 
Ak -k (3,2) 0.607 0.043 
3 2 
Ak k (4,2) 0.673 0.045 
· 3 2 
~k k (2,1) 0.875 0.043 
3 2 -
'l'kk (1,1) 0.428 0.040 
3 2 
'l'k k (2,2) 0.294 0.040 
3 2 
'l'k k (3,3) 0.373 0.038 
3 2 
'l'k k (4,4) 0.338 0.041 




































Table 12 Analysis of third level covariance matrix 
Parameter GLS S.E. 
AB(l,l) 0.691 0.096 
AB(2,1) 0.792 0.101 
ABC3,2) 0.678 0.091 
AB(4,2) 0.752 0.095 
4>B (2, l? 0.742 0.086 
'l1B(l,l) 0.432 0.096 
'l1B(2,2) 0.363 0.111 
'l1BC3,3) 0.369 0~087 
'l1BC4,4) 0.339 0.099 
) ' , 
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Table '13 . ' Chi-square GOF values in the analyses of the 100 samples 
Sample Chi-square GDF value Sample Chi-square GOF value 
1 25.75 51 22.65 
'2 23.15 52 38.76 
3 20.97 53 35.38 
4 31.93 54 36.13 
5 29.75 55 29.12 
6 :31.56 56 30.12 
7 29.36 57 31.82 
8 20.38 58 37.50 
9 28.98 59 23.63 
10 36.11 60 21.79 
11 31. 77 61 27.58 
12 24.61 62 38.63 
13 35.56 63 37.29 
14 31.77 64 20.91 
15 22.73 65 28.05 
16 22.95 . 66 23.08 
17 36.72 67 37.91 
18 21.05 68 18.48 
19 , 36.59 69 18.23 
20 24.45 70 37.06 
21 27:03 71 26.20 
22 20.42 72 21.78 
23 18.89 73 22.78 
24 38.83 74 30.25 
25 34.24 75 32.70 
26 26.38 76 20.87 
27 29.50 77 30.48 
28 . 21.96 78 19.34 
29 28.39 79 27.77 
30 27.77 80 25.82 
31 26.09 81 23.28 
32 34.82 82 23.41 
33 39.61 83 30.82 
34 29.94 84 31.67 
35 32.26 85 32.94 
36 28.40 86 19.84 
37 25.75 87 39.65 
38 30.19 88 31.11 
39 35.29 89 38.04 
40 38.01 90 31.85 
41 31.28 91 33.06 
42 34.31 92 34.10 
43 25.89 93 27.16 
44 23.18 94 25.88 
45 26.99 95 38.26 
46 24.03 96 26.70 
47 30.11 97 16.06 
48 32.26 - 98 22.62 
49 25.89 -. 99 25~-S8 
so. 30.-43 100 31.23 
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Table 14 Mean of estimates in the analyses of the 100 samples 
Parameter Mean GLS Mean S.E. 
~ k (1,1) 1.253 (0.065) 0.064 (0.002) 
3 2 
~ k (2,1) 1.258 (0.059) 0.064 (0.002) 
. 3 2 . 
~ k (3,'2) 1.264 (0.069) 0.064 (0.002) 
3 2 
~ k (4,2) 1.262 (0.063) 0.064 (0.002) 
3 2 
~k k (2,1) 0.898 (0.021) 0.022 (0.002) 
3 2 
'*'k k (1,1) 0.551 (0.064) 0.068 (0.004) 
3 2 . 
'*'k k (2~2) 0.565 (0.072) 0.069 (0.005) 
3 2 
'*'k k (3,3) 0.549 (0.080) 0.068 (0.005) 
3 2 
'*'k k (4,4) 0.552 (0.078) 0.068 (0.005) 
3 2 
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